Harm reduction with pharmacotherapy for homeless people with alcohol dependence: Protocol for a randomized controlled trial
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Background: Interventions requiring abstinence from alcohol are neither preferred by nor shown to be highly effective with many homeless individuals with alcohol dependence. It is therefore important to develop lower-threshold, patient-centered interventions for this multimorbid and high-utilizing population. Harm-reduction counseling requires neither abstinence nor use reduction and pairs a compassionate style with patient-driven goal-setting. Extended-release naltrexone (XR-NTX), a monthly injectable formulation of an opioid receptor antagonist, reduces craving and may support achievement of harm-reduction goals. Together, harm-reduction counseling and XR-NTX may support alcohol harm reduction and quality-of-life improvement.

Aims: Study aims include testing: a) the relative efficacy of XR-NTX and harm-reduction counseling compared to a community-based, supportive-services-as-usual control, b) theory-based mediators of treatment effects, and c) treatment effects on publicly funded service costs.

Methods: This RCT involves four arms: a) XR-NTX + harm-reduction counseling, b) placebo + harm-reduction counseling, c) harm-reduction counseling only, and d) community-based, supportive-services-as-usual control conditions. Participants are currently/formerly homeless, alcohol dependent individuals (N = 300). Outcomes include alcohol variables (i.e., craving, quantity/frequency, problems and biomarkers), health-related quality of life, and publicly funded service utilization and associated costs. Mediators include 10-point motivation rulers and the Penn Alcohol Craving Scale. XR-NTX and harm-reduction counseling are administered every 4 weeks over the 12-week treatment course. Follow-up assessments are conducted at weeks 24 and 36.

Discussion: If found efficacious, XR-NTX and harm-reduction counseling will be well-positioned to support reductions in alcohol-related harm, decreases in costs associated with publicly funded service utilization, and increases in quality of life among homeless, alcohol-dependent individuals.
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1. Introduction

Alcohol dependence occurs 10 times more among homeless people than in the general population [1,2]; thus, homeless individuals are disproportionately affected by alcohol-related morbidity and mortality [3]. As a result, many homeless, alcohol-dependent people become frequent users of high-cost healthcare and criminal justice services and thereby place heavy utilization and cost burdens on publicly funded systems [4–6].

Unfortunately, research has shown that interventions requiring abstinence (referred to hereafter as ‘abstinence-based treatments’) are not always effective for this population [7–9]. Moreover, most homeless individuals with alcohol dependence never go to, are turned away from, or drop out of these treatments [10–12]. Various factors, including lack of insurance and difficulties accessing treatment [11], have been cited as barriers to engagement. However, research has indicated that lack of interest in abstinence-based treatment poses one of the most sizable barriers to engagement [13–15].

Nonabstinence-based approaches, including low-threshold supportive housing (i.e., Housing First) and medically supervised alcohol administration, have been applied with this population and are associated with increased engagement, reductions in alcohol use and related problems, and decreased utilization of publicly funded services and associated costs [5,16–18]. Referred to as harm-reduction approaches, they entail compassionate and pragmatic strategies that focus on minimizing alcohol-related harm and enhancing quality of life for affected individuals and their communities without requiring abstinence or use reduction [19].

Whereas service-oriented, harm-reduction approaches are proliferating, there are no evidence-based behavioral or pharmacological harm-reduction interventions to further support these efforts. To fill this treatment gap, the current study aims to test the efficacy of a combined pharmacobehavioral, harm-reduction intervention for homeless, alcohol dependent individuals. This intervention will pair a) naltrexone extended-release injectable suspension (XR-NTX; VIVITROL®), an opioid receptor antagonist shown to reduce alcohol craving and problems [20], with b) harm-reduction counseling, which supports patient-driven goals and recognizes any movement toward harm reduction and quality-of-life enhancement as steps in the right direction [21]. Although the efficacy of XR-NTX has been established in a previous trial [20], no other studies to date have a) combined XR-NTX with an explicitly harm-reduction counseling approach or b) tested the efficacy of XR-NTX in this more severely affected population (i.e., homeless individuals with alcohol dependence).

The hypothesized clinical mechanisms of XR-NTX — reduced alcohol craving, decreased stimulatory effects of alcohol, increased cognitive control and reduced impulsive decision-making [22] — make it an ideal adjunct to harm-reduction counseling. Specifically, it allows people time and space away from alcohol craving so they can make more adaptive and healthier behavior choices toward reaching their harm-reduction goals. These hypotheses were initially supported in the preceding, single-arm pilot study (N = 31) of this intervention, which showed that participants were increasingly able to generate clinically relevant harm-reduction goals and succeeded in reducing their alcohol-related harm [23,24].

1.1. Study aims and hypotheses

The first aim of the Harm Reduction with Pharmacotherapy (HaRP) study is to test the efficacy of XR-NTX + harm reduction counseling (XR-NTX + HRC), placebo + harm reduction counseling (placebo + HRC), and harm-reduction counseling alone (HRC) compared to community-based supportive services as usual (TAU). It is hypothesized that, compared to TAU, the three active treatments (XR-NTX + HRC, placebo + HRC, HRC) will evince greater decreases in alcohol use and problems and increases in health-related quality of life. Further, the XR-NTX + HRC group will evince greater decreases in alcohol use and problems than the placebo + HRC group.

The second aim is to test potential mediators of the treatment effects. Because the three active treatments include personalized feedback, patient-driven, harm-reduction goal setting and collaborative planning for safer drinking, it is hypothesized that these groups will experience increases on motivation for harm reduction, which will mediate treatment effects on alcohol outcomes. Because one of naltrexone’s putative clinical mechanisms is reduction in alcohol craving [22], it is hypothesized that the XR-NTX + HRC group will experience significant decreases on craving compared to the placebo + HRC group, which will mediate the effects of XR-NTX + HRC versus placebo + HRC on alcohol outcomes.

The third aim is to test treatment effects on costs of publicly funded service utilization. It is hypothesized that the XR-NTX + HRC, placebo + HRC and HRC groups will show greater decreases than the TAU group.

2. Methods

2.1. Design

This study is a 4-arm RCT (N = 300) testing the relative efficacy of XR-NTX + HRC, placebo + HRC and HRC compared to TAU (see Fig. 1) in reducing alcohol use and problems, improving quality of life and decreasing publicly funded service utilization. This design differs from a fully-crossed 2 × 2 design because it does not include a medication + no counseling condition. The medication + no counseling condition was excluded because researchers have concluded that combining medication with medication management or psychosocial support is needed to fully realize the medication effects, and over the past decade, this combination has become the gold standard in medication trials involving naltrexone [25,26]. Embedded within this larger design is also a double-blind comparison of the efficacy of XR-NTX and placebo with both participants and researchers blind to medication condition. This additional comparison is planned to potentially replicate the initial XR-NTX RCT’s positive findings [20], but this time using an explicitly harm-reduction framework and within a more severely affected population. The study features a 12-week active treatment trial with a 24-week follow-up to test for potential delayed treatment effects or treatment decay.
2.2. Settings

Settings include two community-based agencies on the forefront of harm-reduction housing and service provision to homeless people in a large city in the US Pacific Northwest. Both agencies serve the same general population and use a harm-reduction approach to service provision. Formerly homeless participants will be recruited from one of the agencies’ Housing First programs, which provides immediate, permanent, low-barrier, nonabstinence-based housing to homeless people with severe alcohol problems. In this model, individuals are not required to be abstinent from substances, are allowed to drink in their units and are not required to attend treatment [13,14,16]. Currently homeless participants will be recruited through an agency that provides outreach, nursing care and case management to chronically homeless people on the street and in various facilities serving homeless people throughout the city. Individuals are not required to be abstinent from substances to receive these services. It is important to note that, while both agencies use a harm-reduction approach to case management, neither provides manualized harm-reduction alcohol treatment like the one described here.

2.3. Participants

Participants (N = 300) will be adults (21–65 years old) with alcohol dependence who are, or have been, homeless in the past year. We use the definition of homelessness defined in the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act [27]: lacking a fixed, regular and adequate nighttime residence; having a primary nighttime dwelling that is not a regular sleeping accommodation; living in a supervised shelter or transitional housing; exiting an institution that served as temporary residence when the individual had previously resided in a shelter or place not meant for human habitation; or facing imminent loss of housing when no subsequent residence is identified and insufficient resources/support networks exist.

Inclusion criteria include receiving services at one of the named partnering sites, being at least 21 years of age, agreeing to use an adequate form of birth control (if female and in childbearing years), and fulfilling criteria for current opioid dependence according to DSM-IV-TR criteria as determined by the SCID-I/P [28]. Exclusion criteria include refusal or inability to consent to participation in research; constituting a risk to safety and security of other agency clients or staff; known sensitivity or allergy to naltrexone/ XR-NTX; concurrent participation in a clinical study involving an unapproved, experimental drug; current treatment with naltrexone/XR-NTX; being pregnant or nursing; one or more suicide attempts in the past year; renal insufficiency (serum creatinine level > 2); current opioid dependence according to the DSM-IV-TR criteria\(^1\); liver transaminase (AST, ALT) levels > 5 times the upper limit of normal (ULN)\(^2\); a clinical diagnosis of decompensated liver disease; or other condition deemed by Principal Investigator and/or Medical Director to make study participation clinically unsafe.

2.4. Measures and materials

2.4.1. Measures for determining eligibility

Ability to consent is assessed during the information session using the UCSD Brief Assessment of Capacity to Consent (UBACC) [29]. This 10-item, 3-point Likert-scale measure ensures that participants understand the study protocol, potential risks/benefits and their rights as participants prior to study enrollment. The Alcohol Use Disorders Inventory Checklist – Consumption (AUDIT-C) [30,31], which is a three-item, psychometrically sound measure of problem alcohol use, is used to screen participants for potential alcohol dependence prior to study recruitment. We use a cut-off score of ≥ 4 points, which is highly sensitive for detecting AUDs [32,33]. The Beck Scale for Suicidal Ideation (BSS) is a reliable and valid tool to assess suicidal ideation and behavior [34]. It is used to assess the participants’ current suicidal ideation to determine eligibility at baseline and is regularly assessed to track suicide risk in weeks 4–36. Further, the Self-injurious Thoughts and Behaviors Interview — Suicide Attempts (STIBI-SA) subscale [35], which measures lifetime experience of suicidal behaviors, is likewise used to help determine eligibility at baseline and is administered at all subsequent assessment time points to track risk (weeks 4–36). The alcohol and opioid dependence parts of the DSM-IV-TR SCID-I/P [28] are used to document fulfillment of inclusion/exclusion criteria at baseline and are re-administered in weeks 4–36.

2.4.2. Measures for sample description

The Personal Information Questionnaire (PIQ) assesses age, gender, race, ethnicity, education, employment, military experience, other research study participation and experience of homelessness in the past year [36]. The Housing Timeline Followback (TLFB-H) [37,38] is a set of calendars that documents housing status by recording where participants resided/spent the night each day in the past 30 days or since

---

\(^1\) People with current opioid dependence were excluded because XR-NTX is an opioid receptor antagonist, and if administered to a currently opioid dependent individual, would cause opioid withdrawal. In order to provide XR-NTX safely, the individual would have to be medically withdrawn from opioids, and by default, alcohol as well. Because the focus of the study is to use the medication among individuals who are currently alcohol users, this kind of design would be unfeasible for this study’s population.

\(^2\) We chose a higher cut-off for AST and ALT (5 × ULN) than is the case in many other studies involving naltrexone. First, we did not want to artificially truncate the target population, homeless people with alcohol dependence, by excluding the more severely affected side of the spectrum. This could affect the internal validity of the study by biasing the findings towards less severely affected individuals and reducing our sample size thereby limiting our power to find statistically significant effects where they exist. Further, exclusion of more severely affected individuals would be at odds with the low-threshold and inclusive harm reduction framework driving the current study and interventions. Moreover, prior studies have been conducted with alcohol-dependent individuals but not yet with more severely affected individuals with alcohol dependence. Thus, lowering the level unnecessarily would make it more difficult for us to test this intervention on the new, target population; a population that is underserved and severely affected but for whom very few effective treatments exist. Ensuring safety was also an important consideration. To this end, we point out that XR-NTX has not been associated with liver toxicity, and the study procedures include monthly monitoring of LFTs by our medical team, including physicians specializing in internal medicine and hepatology. After deliberation with our medical team, study consultants and Institutional Review Board, we have concluded that the 5 × ULN is better aligned with the study goals and is safe for participants.
the previous assessment, as applicable. The TLFB-H is used to describe the baseline sample and as a time-varying covariate in efficacy analyses. The Tracking Information Sheet collects contact information from participants to facilitate follow-up communication and tracking over the course of the study.

2.4.3. Measures of motivation outcomes

Motivation outcomes will serve in analyses as potential mediators of the hypothesized treatment effects. The Motivation-for-harm-reduction Ruler comprises four, 10-point scales assessing participants’ motivation, readiness, importance and confidence to “make changes to reduce the negative side effects you experience from drinking.” This represents readiness to engage in alcohol harm reduction. Such 10-point, single-item motivation scales have been shown to be valid and clinically useful measures of motivation across various populations [39–41].

2.4.4. Measures of alcohol-use outcomes

The Alcohol and Substance-use Frequency Assessment questions were adapted from the Addiction Severity Index (ASI) [42], and are used to assess frequency of use of alcohol and other drugs over the past thirty days. The Alcohol Quantity Use Assessment (AQUA) was created in the context of a previous study with this population [5] and was refined in the pilot study [23] to better capture alcohol consumption that does not conform to traditional standard drink measures (e.g., sharing bottles, consuming beverages from large-volume containers [e.g., 16, 24 and 40 oz. bottles and cans, and use of nontraditional alcohol forms [e.g., high-gravity malt liquor, nonbeverage alcohol]). As necessary when a memory aid is needed, we also use a set of monthly calendars to allow for prospective or retrospective evaluation of alcohol and other drugs for each day of the previous month [37]. The Short Inventory of Problems (SIP-2R) is a 15-item, Likert-scale questionnaire that measures social, occupational and psychological alcohol-related problems over the past 30 days [43]. The summary score will serve as the alcohol-related problems outcome measure. Alcohol craving over the past week is measured using the psychometrically valid, 5-item, Likert-scale Penn Alcohol Craving Scale (PACS) [44]. The alcohol craving summary score will be used in analyses as a mediator of the hypothesized treatment effects. Timeframes and administration techniques for these questionnaires were established and refined during the pilot study to ensure feasibility.

2.4.5. Measures of quality-of-life outcomes

The Short Form-12 (SF-12) [45] is a well-validated, 12-item questionnaire that assesses health-related quality of life over the past thirty days in two primary areas: physical and mental health. This measure is used at baseline and all subsequent assessment sessions.

2.4.6. Measures supporting medication management

The Case Report Form (CRF) is used to a) summarize clinically relevant assessment data for the study interventionists (e.g., alcohol-use disorder diagnosis, fulfillment of inclusion/exclusion criteria); b) compile and centralize key lab test findings; c) provide an outline during the physical exam and medication management; d) record clinical data during the physical exam and medication management sessions; and e) document participant-generated harm-reduction goals and safer drinking strategies. The Systematic Assessment for Treatment Emergent Effects (SAFTEE) interview [46,47], which was tailored for use with this medication,
includes open-ended, categorical and Likert-scale questions assessing symptoms that correspond to potential adverse events associated with XR-NTX. This measure is embedded in the CRF and is administered at baseline and all subsequent sessions with the study interventionists.

2.4.7. Measures for utilization and cost analysis

Similar to our team’s work on a prior study with this population [5], administrative data on publicly funded service utilization will be obtained from the King County Correctional Facility, King County Medic One/Emergency Medical Services, Harborview Medical Center (HMC), and the Washington State Comprehensive Hospital Abstract Reporting System (CHARS) for the 2-year pre-study period through the 36-week assessment time point. We obtain participant consent and HIPAA authorizations for these data at the information session. Specific data collected include: a) number of Medic One/EMS dispatches and associated costs; b) number of ED visits and associated costs; c) number of inpatient hospital admissions, outpatient visits and total costs per admission (CHARS and HMC); and d) number of bookings, length of stay and daily cost for the King County Correctional Facility. These data will be used to create overall cost outcomes. Costs will represent cost incurred by the use of the service regardless of the payer.

2.4.8. Treatment integrity materials and measures

Manual adherence and competence for the HRC, placebo + HRC and XR-NTX + HRC sessions are being measured using the HaRP Adherence and Competence Coding Manual and the HaRP Coding Scale. The coding system, which is based on the COMBINE Study Medical Management Adherence Checklist and coding schema [48,49], consists of 6 dimensions to assess delivery of the HaRP style and content (i.e., informativeness, direction, authoritativeness, warmth, manual adherence, avoidance of nonmanualized components). This measure will be used to rate audio recordings of the sessions by advanced undergraduate students trained in the study treatment and supervised by the study PI. Dimensions are rated on 7-point Likert scales, where 0 = “absence of the characteristic” and 6 = “very high levels of the characteristic (within top 10% of providers).” The Participant Satisfaction Assessment is a semistructured interview with open-ended questions and prompts to assess participants’ receipt of and satisfaction with the study procedures at the final assessment.

2.4.9. Lab tests and materials

Blood tests are conducted with all participants at baseline and weeks 4, 8, 12, 24 and 36, and include a complete blood count (CBC), a metabolic panel (COMP; including AST, ALT, albumin, bilirubin total and direct) and GGT. These tests are conducted to assess liver and renal functioning and to detect other medical conditions that may contraindicate the use of XR-NTX or may be important to monitor during its administration. If participants in the two medication arms evince AST/ALT greater than 5 × ULN, they are retested a week prior to the next scheduled injection. If AST/ALT have not decreased below that point, the study medication is discontinued to ensure participant safety.

Urine tests include a) complete urinalysis (UA), which is used to detect further contraindicating conditions (e.g., renal damage); b) a urine toxicology dipstick, which is used in the injection conditions to detect the presence of opioids; c) an hCG dipstick pregnancy test for women in childbearing years at baseline and prior to injections; and d) ethyl glucuronide (EtG) tests [50], which are used to validate self-reported alcohol use at each assessment. Concentration of EtG, which is a metabolite of ethyl alcohol formed in the body by glucuronidation after ethanol exposure, will be used as a quantitative measure. Previous studies have shown that EtG is positively associated with self-reported alcohol quantity [51,52], and EtG tests can detect drinking over the past 2 days, up to 80 h [50].

2.5. Treatment conditions

2.5.1. TAU

The minimal condition is TAU, which comprises the agencies’ harm-reduction oriented supportive services as usual that are provided to all participants in all groups for the duration of the trial and beyond. Depending on the agency and the patients’ needs, supportive services include provision of emergency shelter and/or permanent, supportive housing; outreach services; intensive case management; nursing/medical care; access to external service providers, as needed (e.g., more intensive medical or psychiatric treatment, chemical dependency counseling); and assistance with basic needs (e.g., food, clothing, income, housing).

2.5.2. HaRP treatment style and components

The remaining three arms (XR-NTX + HRC, placebo + HRC and HRC) are considered active treatment conditions and include monthly, alcohol-specific harm-reduction counseling sessions that are delivered by study interventionists. The HaRP treatment manual was developed during a prior pilot study specifically for this population [23]; however, the structure of the sessions was informed by procedures from the COMBINE Study and other naltrexone medication management manuals [48,53].

The HaRP treatment style draws on the nonjudgmental, compassionate stance; unconditional positive regard; and acceptance of clients that was pioneered in humanistic psychotherapy and MI and has been influenced by the development of harm-reduction psychotherapy [54–56]. Because HaRP treatment goals are fully client-driven, however, this approach differs from more directive, evidence-based approaches, such as MI, in which clients “are intentionally guided toward what the counselor regards to be appropriate goals” (p. 120) [41]. These more directive approaches either a) overtly assume that clients have use-reduction or abstinence-based goals (e.g., relapse prevention [57]) or b) seek to align clients with and solidify commitment to provider-endorsed goals (e.g., cue exposure, aversion and contracting in behavioral therapy; cognitive restructuring and coping skills in CBT; advice-giving in SBIRT; prize incentives in CM; developing and resolving discrepancy in MI) [41,57–59]. The HaRPs shift from a more provider- to a more patient-driven treatment style and focus is not only novel, it is necessary to reach a population that otherwise does not present for, successfully complete or maximally benefit from existing abstinence-based or even use-reduction treatments [7,8,10–12].
In addition to the patient-driven focus and style, the HaRP treatment conditions comprise specific, manualized components. For the HRC group, interventionists a) obtain medical history (baseline only), b) assess vital signs and concomitant medications, c) conduct a brief physical exam (baseline only), d) assess for adverse events using the SAFTEE, e) provide personalized feedback about alcohol assessments and lab tests – but avoid labeling, f) elicit participants’ own harm reduction goals and progress made toward them (see Fig. 2), and g) discuss and secure commitment for safer drinking using the Safer Drinking Strategies worksheet (see Fig. 3). These manualized components have been tested in the pilot study [23] preceding the present RCT and are based on both harm reduction theory [19] and clinical practice [56] as well as evidence-based motivational enhancement [41,60]. Study interventionists use the HaRP treatment manual to guide the session and record participants’ in-session data on the CRF.

The XR-NTX + HRC and placebo + HRC conditions receive the same components as the HRC condition listed above plus medication management (i.e., discussing the medication, side effects and ways to manage them; ensuring participants have medication ID tags; providing emergency contact information) and the injection (at weeks 0, 4 and 8).

The XR-NTX and placebo preparations used in this study are provided by Alkermes, Inc. The preparations consist of microspheres of 100-μm diameter that either contain naltrexone or do not (placebo) and are suspended prior to administration in a PLG polymeric matrix. PLG is a common biodegradable medical polymer with an extensive history of human use in extended-release pharmaceuticals. Following the injection, naltrexone is released from the microspheres, yielding peak concentrations within three days. Thereafter, by a combination of diffusion and erosion, naltrexone is released for more than thirty days. The placebo preparation consists of an identical formulation of microspheres (not containing naltrexone) within a PLG polymeric matrix to ensure study staff and participants are blind to medication condition.

### 2.6. Staff training

Staff trainings were developed during the prior pilot study. They occur prior to placement in the field and throughout the study. Research ethics and integrity are addressed in staff training and in weekly supervision. All research staff complete human subjects, HIPAA and blood-borne pathogen training and sign confidentiality agreements prior to data collection.

#### 2.6.1. Study assessment staff

A research social worker conducts assessment interviews under the weekly supervision of the PI, who is a licensed clinical psychologist with over 16 years of experience conducting substance-use treatment and assessment. Designed during the pilot study [23], a 16-hour, in-person assessment training protocol is used prior to staff placement in the field (e.g., probe instructions, skip patterns, assessment scoring, suicide risk protocols, boundary navigation, crisis management and de-escalation). Training also includes written instructions and mock interviews with feedback. All sessions are audiorecorded to facilitate supervision, and in-person observations by the PI occur monthly throughout the data collection period.

#### 2.6.2. Study interventionists

Study interventionists are a) licensed medical doctors who have completed a psychiatry residency and have either completed or are completing an addiction psychiatry fellowship or b) registered nurses completing their final practicum for the advanced Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) degree. Training on treatment delivery comprises 16 h of in-person training, including written instructions and review of the manual, role-plays, and feedback. Study interventionists audio record all sessions to facilitate supervision and treatment integrity analyses and are observed in person by the PI on a monthly basis.

#### 2.6.3. Treatment integrity coders

A separate group of research staff (i.e., advanced undergraduate students) are conducting treatment integrity coding and are likewise trained in these methods using a tailored 16-hour protocol and are supervised biweekly by the PI, who has extensive experience designing and evaluating treatment integrity measures for substance abuse treatments [61–65].

### 2.7. Procedures

All procedures have been approved by the institutional review board at the home institution and are being carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments involving human participants. A certificate of confidentiality was obtained from NIH to further protect identifiable research records from forced disclosure (e.g., legal subpoena). Written, informed consent is being obtained from all participants prior to their study involvement.

Prior to recruitment, agency and research staff notify agency clients of the opportunity to participate in the study, and informational flyers are posted throughout the agencies and/or distributed to individuals. Research staff are then placed onsite at agency centers in planned, yearly rotations to conduct information sessions and baseline assessments with interested agency clients. During the information sessions, research staff briefly explain the study and ask individuals about their initial interest in participation. Research staff then obtain verbal consent to administer the AUDIT-C to initially screen for potential eligibility. If individuals meet the initial screening cut-off (≥4), research staff explain the study procedures, participants’ rights and informed consent materials. Next, the UBACC is administered to assess capacity to provide informed consent. Potential participants receive $5 for attending the information session, regardless of their decision, ability or qualification to participate. If they initially screen in and agree to participate, written informed consent for the study is obtained, and participants may elect to complete the baseline assessment or schedule it for a later date.

At baseline sessions, research staff administer the measures mentioned above. Next, study interventionists conduct a brief medical history, SAFTEE, physical exam and collect blood and urine samples for lab testing. Participants are compensated $20 for their time and are scheduled for the
Establishing participant-stated goals

Some participants have goals in mind when they come into treatment. Others may have given this topic less thought. Still others are convinced that you believe the only legitimate goal is abstinence and might feel compelled to say what they think you would like to hear. This is why it is important to use the HaRP style and use simple, open-ended questions to elicit treatment goals that participants believe are reachable and desirable. These treatment goals should be viewed as the most important therapeutic outcomes for the treatment (regardless of the research hypotheses). You may elicit these goals by asking:

- What would you like to see happen for yourself in the next few months? Some people call this a goal. (Write these down under “Participant’s Stated Goals” on the CRF.) What else?
- How do you think the study medication might help you achieve that goal?
- What can I do to help you work towards that goal?

Note: the client does NOT need to mention alcohol reduction or abstinence goals.
If the client mentions more than one goal, ask them to rank them in the order of importance to them.

Record participants’ goals on the CRF. At the next meeting, you will assess whether participants made progress towards or achieved their goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant’s Stated Goals (Week 0)</th>
<th>Progress y/n</th>
<th>Achieved y/n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Week 1 notes on progress towards goals since week 0:

As you write down goals in the CRF, help participants copy these onto their own Goals Worksheet to take with them:

What I want to make happen for myself

Fig. 2. Harm-reduction goal elicitation protocol and forms.
# Safer Drinking Steps

Here are some tips to keep you safer and healthier no matter if/how you choose to change your drinking.

These steps may help you reduce the “not-so-good things” about your drinking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to stay healthier when you drink</th>
<th>Drink water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Reduces hangover effects</td>
<td>How? Drink water while you are drinking or alternate between water and alcohol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to make your drinking safer</th>
<th>Count your drinks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Knowing how much you drink helps you think about how much alcohol you really want or need. It can help you take control of the effects of alcohol.</td>
<td>How? Keep your bottle caps and screw tops in your pocket and count them later. You can keep track of this over time to see what amount works best for you</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Try to eat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Food-eases the pace of alcohol entering the bloodstream so it does less harm. Food gives you important nutrients.</td>
<td>How? Try to eat before you start drinking and while you drink. Proteins (meat, cheese, eggs) and carbs (bread, rice) are especially good choices when you drink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Take vitamins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Drinking can take away important nutrients from your body.</td>
<td>How? If you can, try to take B-vitamins: folate, thiamine, B-12. Your case manager might be able help with this</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Avoid nonbeverage alcohol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? You might be getting more alcohol than you thought. A 24 oz. 211 Steel Reserve ≈ nearly 4 12 oz regular beers. A 24 oz. Jesse or Till ≈ nearly 6 12 oz beers.</td>
<td>How? If you drink, be sure to drink alcoholic beverages (beer, wine, liquor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Drink beer vs malt liquor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Keep the buzz going for longer and avoid the not-so-good things.</td>
<td>How? Pace yourself, sip your beer, alternate between beer and water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Space your drinks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Drinking and drugging at the same time can stress your heart and liver and can lead to overdose.</td>
<td>How? When you drink, try to avoid other drugs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Avoid mixing drugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? People can take advantage of you when you’re drinking. Drinking on the streets or in unsafe places can lead to fights, hassles and arrest.</td>
<td>How? If you can, avoid drinking heavily with people you don’t trust. Try to drink in places where you feel more in control of your surroundings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Drink in a safe place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Most things people like about alcohol occur when they are buzzed not drunk.</td>
<td>How? Think of some way you can limit your drinking, then pace your drinking to keep the buzz going on less drinks. You might ask your case manager or a friend to help you stick with your limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Less is more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Not drinking—even for a few hours—gives your liver, kidneys and pancreas a rest and may help you avoid other problems.</td>
<td>How? Try a few hours of not drinking or introducing one nondrinking day a week. To stop altogether, medically supervised detox might help</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Chose not to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Alcohol withdrawal—getting the shakes, seizures or DTs—can be serious.</td>
<td>How? If you want to stop drinking altogether and you get more than a little shaky if you don’t drink, medical detox is safest. If you choose to drink, alcohol can relieve withdrawal symptoms. Check with your doctor about anti-seizure meds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ways to change how much you drink</th>
<th>Avoid withdrawal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why? Alcohol withdrawal—getting the shakes, seizures or DTs—can be serious.</td>
<td>How? If you want to stop drinking altogether and you get more than a little shaky if you don’t drink, medical detox is safest. If you choose to drink, alcohol can relieve withdrawal symptoms. Check with your doctor about anti-seizure meds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Safer drinking tips are introduced by study interventionists with the following prompts: 1) If they have already mentioned wanting to reduce their drinking, this can be pointed out on the list, and this goal can be reinforced as a step toward safer drinking. 2) Inquire if they have ever done any of the things on the list to reduce the harm they experience while drinking. For example, “This is a list of things that you can do to drink more safely. Have you ever tried doing anything on this list before?” If so, ask participants: “How did that go?” or “What was that like for you?” Support participants’ self-efficacy by reinforcing these efforts. For example, “It’s great that you have been able to keep from drinking while you sell your Real Change papers. What made you decide to do that?” 3) Ask if they would be willing to choose a couple of safer drinking tips over the next month (or until the next appointment) — circle these for participants and note these on the CRF under “Participant’s Safer Drinking Plan.” 4) Inform participants you will check in with them during the next meeting about their safer drinking plan to see how it worked out for them. 5) Participants should receive the safer drinking tips handout (with their harm reduction goals on the back) to take with them.

3. Data analysis plan

3.1. Preliminary data analyses

When all study data are obtained, they will be screened for missing cases, outliers, and normality of distributions (as relevant) using descriptive statistics and plots. Study completers and noncompleters will be compared on drinking and demographic variables to detect potential systematic attrition and missing data patterns. Baseline data will also be examined to detect possible group differences on the main outcome variables. These will be statistically controlled as covariates in main outcome analyses to ensure group equivalence, as necessary.

3.2. Analyses of manual adherence and interventionist competence

Trained coders will assess the adequacy of treatment delivery by comparing expected study interventionists’ behavior with audio recordings of sessions to detect degree of competence with and adherence to the HaRP treatment manual. We will conduct descriptive analyses to demonstrate level of adherence and competence on each of the 6 dimensions represented in the HaRP Adherence and Competence Coding Manual and the HaRP Coding Scale.

3.3. Primary outcome analyses

Primary outcome analyses will comprise a series of latent growth curve models utilizing appropriate probability distributions for the outcome variables (e.g., Poisson, negative binomial, Gaussian, logistic). Growth modeling examines individuals’ outcome trajectories and covariate effects on these trajectories over time [67]. Growth modeling will be conducted using Mplus 7.11, which incorporates a generalized latent framework and allows for a wide array of variable types, estimation methods and longitudinal modeling options [68].

Outcomes measured at each time point will serve as indicators of the intercept (i.e., baseline) and slope (i.e., change in outcomes over time). Treatment group will serve as the primary predictor of slope. Covariates (e.g., housing status, agency, number of sessions attended) will serve as additional predictors of intercept or slope, as necessary. Outcome variables are based on established standards in the alcohol-use literature [69–71] and our own studies in similar populations [5,16].

Analyses for aim 1 will feature growth models to test treatment effects on 30-day alcohol and quality-of-life outcomes: peak alcohol quantity, drinking frequency, alcohol-related problems and the physical and mental health scales of the SF-12 (see Fig. 4). In secondary analyses, we will additionally test the treatment effects on the EtG/creatinine ratio to validate the primary, self-report outcomes. Although the proposed alcohol outcomes differ from those typically encountered in clinical drug trials, they were deemed appropriate for the proposed study aims and population. First, most naltrrexone studies have used an abstinence-based treatment model and have thereby employed complementary, abstinence-oriented outcomes (e.g., days to relapse, percent days abstinent). Because we are following a harm-reduction treatment model, we, too, deemed it important to focus on complementary outcomes: reduced alcohol use and problems as well as enhanced quality of life. Second, the baseline assessment during our pilot study indicated that participants had a 30-day median drinking frequency of 30 days and a peak alcohol quantity of 30 drinks [23]. Given the extent of alcohol use in this population, abstinence-based outcomes would be blunt instruments that would not capture nuanced longitudinal changes in alcohol use and problems. Finally, in keeping with the harm-reduction philosophy, we are assessing multiple outcomes to reflect the various pathways by which individuals might change their drinking to achieve reductions in alcohol-related harm and improvements in quality of life.

We also acknowledge that two of the four primary outcomes focus on alcohol-use reduction, which is not necessary to document harm reduction. On the other hand,
harm reduction does not preclude use reduction as a potential patient-driven goal. Thus, as long as they are proposed by the participant, use reduction and abstinence-based goals are recognized as a potential means to achieve harm reduction [19]. We also deemed it important to document outcomes that are considered to be gold standards, such as alcohol quantity and frequency [72], so that some outcomes from this trial would be comparable to those in the larger alcohol treatment literature. For these reasons, we have included consideration of quantity/frequency outcomes that reflect use reduction in addition to more explicitly harm reduction outcomes, such as alcohol-related problems and quality of life.

For aim 2, we will be testing longitudinal changes on secondary, theoretical variables as mediators of the treatment effects on alcohol outcomes. In testing motivation as a mediator, growth analyses will be conducted to determine whether the three active treatment groups are associated with significant increases in motivation to change drinking in a way that reduces harm. If this is the case, the alcohol growth model, established in analyses for aim 1, and the motivation growth model will be combined into a single parallel process growth model [73]. The mediation effect will be tested by taking the product of coefficients ($\alpha \beta$), where $\alpha = \text{the regression of the slope of the mediator on the dummy-coded intervention variables and } \beta = \text{the regression of the slope of the alcohol outcome variable on the slope of the mediator, using the asymmetric confidence interval (CI) approach}$ [74]. This same procedure will be used to test whether XR-NTX + HRC produces significantly greater decreases in alcohol craving than in the placebo + HRC group and whether those decreases in craving are in turn associated with decreases on alcohol outcomes.

Because homeless people with alcohol dependence disproportionately use costly medical and criminal justice services [4–6], it is important to assess the impact of interventions for this population on publicly funded service costs. Our analyses for aim 3 will therefore assess the relative effects of the 3 active treatments (i.e., XR-NTX + HRC, placebo + HRC and HRC) compared to TAU on costs stemming from: a) the number of emergency medical service dispatches; b) number of ED visits; c) number of inpatient hospital admissions; and d) number of bookings and length of stay at the King County Correctional Facility. As in analyses for aim 1, this analysis will feature a growth model in which the mean monthly costs during 3 time points (i.e., 2 years prior to baseline, during the 12 weeks of treatment, and during the 24-week follow-up) will serve as indicators of the latent variables. We will use the mean monthly costs to account for the differing lengths of the time points. The 3 active treatment groups will serve as dummy-coded variables predicting the cost slope, which is expected to decrease at a significantly greater rate for the XR-NTX + HRC, placebo + HRC and HRC groups (in descending order) compared to the TAU group.

3.3.1. Power analyses

Using Mplus 6.11 [68], we conducted Monte Carlo studies to estimate power for the primary outcome analyses to be conducted for aims 1 and 3. Data were generated from a population with hypothesized parameter values, 10,000 samples were drawn at random, and model parameters were estimated for each sample. A significance level of $\alpha = .05$ was assumed for the hypothesized treatment effects for each of the outcome variables. Residual variance was set at...
and XR-NTX to treat homeless individuals receiving hospitalization may be extrapolated to more severely affected populations. The study will determine whether prior positive XR-NTX findings in the alcohol intervention literature generally [88–94] and in the naltrexone treatment literature more specifically [95–102]. The present study thereby represents the first RCT of explicitly harm- versus use-reduction or abstinence-based interventions for individuals with alcohol-use disorders. Specifically, the harm-reduction interventions in this study include feedback regarding the effects of alcohol on their health, elicitation of participants’ own harm-reduction goals, and the provision of a menu of safer drinking options that can help participants buffer the effects of alcohol on their body (e.g., taking B complex vitamins, staying hydrated, eating before/during drinking), make changes to the manner in which they drink (e.g., counting their drinks, drinking in a safer place) and/or safely change the amount they drink (e.g., decreasing their use, engaging in nondrinking activities for periods of sobriety throughout the day, reducing toward abstinence while preventing withdrawal). If the findings of this first RCT support its efficacy, alcohol harm-reduction treatment has the potential to increase the reach of alcohol treatments to those who would not otherwise present for them.

Third, this study will test XR-NTX as an alcohol-specific treatment adjunct to the harm-reduction service provision currently offered by our partnering agencies in the community where participants receive services and shelter. In doing so, the present treatment meets patients where they are at in the community thereby removing traditional barriers to engagement [12]. The HaRP intervention will be more easily transportable to community settings because it has been developed for the community, in the community, and with the community it aims to serve. Thus, this study effectively closes the research–practice gap.

Fourth, the four-arm study design will allow us to dismantle the intervention effects to determine which aspects of the treatments contribute to longitudinal changes on outcomes. Whereas most medication studies focus only on the effects of an active medication versus a simulated medical intervention (placebo), the present study will allow us to determine the potentially incremental contributions of harm-reduction counseling, simulated medical intervention (placebo) and active medication above and beyond services as usual in the community. Considering the high cost of the active medication and the medical personnel needed to administer it, such a dismantling design will allow for consideration of less expensive options, such as the use of harm reduction counseling alone.

Finally, both the pilot and present study have generated interest and collaboration among scientists, clinicians, community-based agencies, the pharmaceutical industry as well as other organizations such as the community colleges and the criminal justice system. The proposed study comprises relatively high utilizers of EMS, ED, inpatient hospital and jail services, the frequency of emergency medical and criminal justice system utilization is still statistically low over the relatively short follow-up periods that are common in clinical trials. Acknowledging our decreased power, we will focus on examining outcomes of publicly-funded service utilization costs as a first step toward future efforts that would support an evaluation of these outcomes with a larger study sample over a longer period of time or in the context of future meta-analyses.

4. Discussion

The finding that traditional, abstinence-based alcohol treatment is minimally effective for and is not preferred by many homeless, alcohol-dependent individuals [10–13,78] underscores the need for the development and evaluation of more accessible, lower-threshold and patient-centered harm-reduction interventions. The HaRP intervention, a community-based, pharmacobehavioral treatment pairing XR-NTX and harm-reduction counseling, was developed in the context of a prior, single-arm pilot study [23], and is positioned to respond to this need. In the present RCT, we are testing the efficacy of this approach in improving quality of life and reducing alcohol-related harm and costs associated with publicly funded emergency medical and criminal justice system utilization. Additionally, we are testing potential mediators of the hypothesized intervention effect (i.e., alcohol craving and motivation to engage in harm reduction).

The proposed study is designed to make contributions to research, policy and clinical applications. First, the present study will determine whether prior positive XR-NTX findings may be extrapolated to more severely affected populations. Although a previous study aimed to use oral naltrexone and XR-NTX to treat homeless individuals receiving hospital-based, medically supervised alcohol withdrawal, very low participation rates precluded the researchers’ ability to test the medications’ efficacy [79]. Thus, if our recruitment proceeds as planned, this study will be the first to determine the efficacy of XR-NTX among homeless individuals with alcohol dependence.

Second, harm reduction approaches have been used to address other types of substance use (e.g., opioid/injection drug use [80–82]), as well as alcohol use in nonclinical populations (e.g., college drinkers [60,83]). With more severely affected populations, however, abstinence-based or use-reduction approaches emphasizing drinking moderation or controlled drinking goals [84–87] have been the focus of study in the alcohol intervention literature generally [88–94] and in the naltrexone treatment literature more specifically [95–102]. The present study thereby represents the first RCT of explicitly harm- versus use-reduction or abstinence-based interventions for individuals with alcohol-use disorders. Specifically, the harm-reduction interventions in this study include feedback regarding the effects of alcohol on their health, elicitation of participants’ own harm-reduction goals, and the provision of a menu of safer drinking options that can help participants buffer the effects of alcohol on their body (e.g., taking B complex vitamins, staying hydrated, eating before/during drinking), make changes to the manner in which they drink (e.g., counting their drinks, drinking in a safer place) and/or safely change the amount they drink (e.g., decreasing their use, engaging in nondrinking activities for periods of sobriety throughout the day, reducing toward abstinence while preventing withdrawal). If the findings of this first RCT support its efficacy, alcohol harm-reduction treatment has the potential to increase the reach of alcohol treatments to those who would not otherwise present for them.

Third, this study will test XR-NTX as an alcohol-specific treatment adjunct to the harm-reduction service provision currently offered by our partnering agencies in the community where participants receive services and shelter. In doing so, the present treatment meets patients where they are at in the community thereby removing traditional barriers to engagement [12]. The HaRP intervention will be more easily transportable to community settings because it has been developed for the community, in the community, and with the community it aims to serve. Thus, this study effectively closes the research–practice gap.

Fourth, the four-arm study design will allow us to dismantle the intervention effects to determine which aspects of the treatments contribute to longitudinal changes on outcomes. Whereas most medication studies focus only on the effects of an active medication versus a simulated medical intervention (placebo), the present study will allow us to determine the potentially incremental contributions of harm-reduction counseling, simulated medical intervention (placebo) and active medication above and beyond services as usual in the community. Considering the high cost of the active medication and the medical personnel needed to administer it, such a dismantling design will allow for consideration of less expensive options, such as the use of harm reduction counseling alone.

Finally, both the pilot and present study have generated interest and collaboration among scientists, clinicians, community-based agencies, the pharmaceutical industry as well as other organizations such as the community colleges and the criminal justice system.
well as local, state and federal government agencies. On the one hand, many of these parties are invested in finding treatments that address high utilizers of publicly funded services. On the other hand, the only alcohol treatments currently available to uninsured and Medicaid-insured individuals in Washington State are abstinence-based, and XR-NTX is not available for Medicaid-insured individuals who have not achieved abstinence and are not attending abstinence-based treatment. If findings indicate that harm-reduction counseling and XR-NTX reduce alcohol-related harm and associated costs, this study could provide empirical support for policy changes to broaden the spectrum of publicly funded treatment options.

5. Conclusions

Prior RCTs have tested the efficacy of XR-NTX combined with use-reduction counseling in the general alcohol dependent population [20,103] and have tested the feasibility of use reduction supported by XR-NTX among homeless patients [23,79]. In contrast, the current study is the first randomized controlled trial examining XR-NTX as a support for patient-driven, harm-reduction goals instead of provider-driven use-reduction or abstinence-based goals. This RCT is necessary to determine the empirical support for XR-NTX and harm reduction counseling to support reduction in alcohol-related harm and improvement in quality of life among homeless individuals with alcohol dependence.
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